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Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT)

has been a de facto standard of care

within psychotherapy for the last 30

years. Certainly, CBT has shifted and

changed over the years—particularly

with the mindfulness revolution of the

past decade—but the underlying

ethos of CBT which places cognition

and behavior in positions of elevated

primacy in the psychotherapeutic

healing process has remained rela‐

tively intact—at least within the halls

of academe.

There have, however, been recent ad‐

vances in neuroscience that chal‐

lenge the completeness of a purely
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ADVERTISEMENT

lenge the completeness of a purely

cognitive behavioral model—particu‐

larly when dealing with the impact of

trauma. What we are learning now is

that trauma is not just something that

impacts our cognition and behaviors

alone.

Trauma impacts much more than just

our thoughts and actions. Trauma is

far-reaching and systemic—it cuts us

to our bones. It can dissolve our

sense of identity, diminish our capaci‐

ty to locate ourselves accurately in

time and space, inhibit our tolerance

for interpersonal relatedness, disrupt

the coherence of our experience, im‐

pair our capacity for emotional regula‐

tion, and so much more.

Trauma impacts much more than just

our prefrontal cortex or our behavioral

activation system. It impacts our

whole being—and it must be treated

from a whole being perspective. Im‐

portantly, any legitimate trauma treat‐

ment must consider all of our being—

the entirety of our body-mind—not

just our thoughts and behaviors,

alone.

Remembering the Body

There are many brave researchers

and practitioners who have made im‐

portant contributions to our under‐

standing of how to treat trauma. One
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Figure 1. The Elements

of Consciousness in Co‐

herent Experience -- a

graphical representation

of Peter Levine's SIBAM

model

Source: Albert Wong
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standing of how to treat trauma. One

of the most useful models for under‐

standing how to understand trauma

comes from Peter Levine's conceptu‐

alization of the constituents of phe‐

nomenological experience that he

has memorialized through the catchy

acronym, SIBAM, and his work of So‐

matic Experiencing.

In his somatic model,

Levine posits five different

elements that are impor‐

tant and vital to a com‐

plete phenomenological

experience: sensation, im‐

ages, behavior, affect, and

meaning (SIBAM). These

five elements are some‐

times graphically repre‐

sented as a pentagon.

In ideal circumstances, all

of these elements of consciousness

freely flow and connect with one an‐

other. This is illustrated diagrammati‐

cally in the interconnectedness of

each vertex with one another as seen

in Figure 1.

All of the vertices of this pentagon in

Figure 1 are important in creating a

complete, whole phenomenological

experience. That is to say, under this

model, a percept of experience—the

fundamental building block of our

City or Zip
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fundamental building block of our

subjective world—is comprised of the

overall holistic gestalt of each of

these elements. When we have an ex‐

perience, what is happening is we are

blending together (at least) five con‐

stituent elements—the image of what

is going on, the feeling and sensa‐

tions that accompany that experience,

our behavioral impulses that are at‐

tached to that experience, and the

meaning to which we ascribe the

event.

All of the vertices (or channels) are vi‐

tally important participants in creating

a coherent experience. The absence

—or the overarching dominance—of

any of these channels in our phenom‐

enological experience is indicative of

an inability to coherently organize ex‐

perience. Additionally, the over- or un‐

der-coupling of any of the vertices

can create psychological pathology.

For example, someone
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Figure 2. The Elements

of Consciousness in a

Visual Flashback, utiliz‐

ing Levine's SIBAM

model

Source: Albert Wong

Figure 3. The Elements

of Consciousness in Ob‐

sessive-Compulsive

Disorder

Source: Albert Wong

For example, someone

who experiences intrusive

psychotic hallucinations or

visual flashbacks may be

understood as somebody

who is being flooded with

overly dominant images

that are disconnected

from underlying meaning.

In the case of visual flash‐

backs, a person's image

and affect channels may

be overly dominant and their

meaning, behavior and sensation ver‐

tices may be underdeveloped, as il‐

lustrated in Figure 2. They may have

a hard time piecing together the

meaning behind the flood of image

and affect. They may also freeze in

their sensate bodies and feel unable

to behaviorally respond.

On the other hand, some‐

one who feels deep anxi‐

ety and then consequent‐

ly compulsively driven to

behave in a certain way—

without understanding

why—may have obses‐

sive-compulsive disorder.

This may be understood

as over-coupling/domi‐

nance of their behavior-

affect vertices and an under-cou‐

pling/under-development of their

meaning vertex as illustrated in Figure

https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/basics/psychosis
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/basics/anxiety
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Figure 4. The Elements

of Consciousness in a

Panic Attack

ARTICLE CONTINUES AFTER ADVERTISEMENT

Learn more

meaning vertex as illustrated in Figure

3.

Someone who suffers from panic at‐

tacks might be understood as some‐

one who has an over-dominance of

sensation and affect channels that is

uncoupled from (perhaps under-cou‐

pled from) images, behavior or mean‐

ing. In a panic attack, two of the chan‐

nels appear to dominate (sensation

and affect) to the exclusion of others

as illustrated in Figure 4. Experience

is not felt as coherent – it is fragment‐

ed, disregulating, and dystonic.

What this model suggests

—and what contemporary

findings in neuroscience

seem to validate—is

something that we have

known all along: trauma

creates fragmentation in

the coherence of experi‐

ence. Sensation becomes
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Source: Albert Wong ence. Sensation becomes

separated from images.

Affect becomes separated from

meaning. Behavior becomes separate

from affect. In the words of Yeats, the

center does not hold. Our inner expe‐

rience, literally, begins to fall apart.

When people attempt to recount their

trauma memory, they frequently only

remember fragments of their experi‐

ence—the sound of a door slamming,

the image of a bedpost, chills inside

their body that seem to make no

sense. Their world is like a scattered,

torn puzzle—with pieces cast to the

wind—pieces that have not yet found

their way back into a whole.

With this deeper understanding of the

nature of trauma, it is easy now to see

how and why Cognitive Behavioral

Therapy—which dominantly prioritizes

only two of the channels of the SIBAM

pentagon of coherent experience—

cannot be considered complete. By

placing primary emphasis only on the

vertices of cognition and behavior, it

neglects three very important aspects

of coherent experience: sensation,

images, and affect. It misses a very

important part of the whole.

So, there is a quiet revolt afoot. Or

perhaps not so quiet. Some of this is

patient-driven. People need help, and

https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/basics/memory
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patient-driven. People need help, and

halfway answers are no longer suffi‐

cient. Some people who are in deep

suffering from trauma, are sometimes

no longer willing to stay stuck. Alter‐

nate methodologies to the dominant

cognitive-behavioral paradigm are

afoot. Emotion-focused therapy, em‐

bodied neuroscientific methodolo‐

gies, and the slew of body-oriented

psychotherapies are beginning to

take hold—if not in the world of acad‐

eme, at least in the world of public

consciousness. A tidal change in our

zeitgeist is slowly emerging. The im‐

portance of the body—and the felt ex‐

perience therein, once again, is start‐

ing to rise.

Somatic psychology—a psychothera‐

peutic modality that does, in fact, in‐

corporate and include the body, in all

of its messy, visceral glory filled with

brimming sensations, preconscious

imagery, and storms of affect—has

risen to the fore in recent years as a

potent methodology for working with

trauma. It offers an important window

into the impact that trauma has on our

body—particularly in those domains

that CBT tends to neglect. Somatic

psychology does not pretend that the

body does not exist, that feelings are

immaterial, or that unbidden, persis‐

tent images have no meaning. It is a

way of treating a whole person—in‐
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way of treating a whole person—in‐

cluding each aspect, each channel,

every vertex.

It is an exciting time for the field of

psychology. Our understanding of

what trauma is and how we can work

with it is deeper now than ever before

—much thanks to the field of somat‐

ics. With the help of our newfound un‐

derstandings, we are well poised to

make significant differences in the

lives of many.

And, indeed, our times need us now,

more than ever.
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